About bothy books….
Most of us, I believe, take time during a bothy overnight to read some of the content of the bothy
book (although Dave Broadhead expresses below a different view). Except where hunger or cold &
wet clothes and weather drive a different action, my own habit is to start reading the bothy book as
soon as that first cup of tea is ready soon after arrival at the bothy, and I’m sure I’m not alone in this.
The following articles have been written for the MBA Newsletters on the subject of bothy book
content.
Corrour for better, for worse

Richard Genner

In various Newsletter and journal articles, I have referred to the interesting and uninteresting entries
in bothy books sent to me (as Records Secretary) for retirement in the MBA archives. Completed
bothy books continue to trickle in, one received recently being of particular interest.
Reminiscent of Corrour bothy books of years long gone* this one has a blue, padded, leather bound
cover embossed CORROUR in gold lettering. The reason for such opulence lies in the first few pages
– Hugh Thomas and Liz Cotteril left it there to mark the occasion of their marriage. Unusual perhaps
but hardly worthy of a Journal article were it not for the fact that the first few pages are full of
entries from Hugh & Liz’s friends and passers-by of whom Sarah Walsh wrote:
We came, we saw, we ate & drank,
The Bride & Groom must be thanked,
Their organisation could not be missed,
Now we’re off to Braemar to get drunk.

and continued

(though I think I may have mis-read that last word).

The explanation - Hugh and Liz had their wedding breakfast at Corrour. On behalf of passers-by,
Dave Huston ‘fae ‘deen’, scribed ‘Popped in on the way up sort of thing. Surprised the wedding
couple. Gasp! I said. Have a whisky they said. Sorted says I. Smashing surprise’. And Lesley King
contributed ‘On the way to Cairn Toul and heard tell of a wedding, so popped in for a celebratory
dram - any excuse! Most welcome break.’
Alex Cotteril ‘wasn’t a page boy’ he moaned ‘but carried all the coal up the mountain.’ Of Alex and
his fellow guests, Liz Thomas (the bride in case you lost the plot) wrote ‘Thank you all for coming especially the Sherpas’ before practising her new signature a few times. Becky Walsh was more
honoured than Alex Cotteril, though less of a hill-walker. - ‘Only 8 hours left until a steaming hot
bath in the Invercauld Hotel. Personally not my ideal weekend (I’m 16 years old) however this is
certainly one of the best memories I will ever have. What more could you ask for - great company,
loads of food, warmth from the fire and loads of alcohol!! Thanks to the bride and groom for letting
me be their bridesmaid …. ’
ADL Thomas mixed philosophy with enjoyment in his entry ‘ “one frantic hour of crowded life is
worth a whole age without getting a name” – congratulations to my father and Liz on their wedding
and thanks for a belting weekend!’
The wedding party left no rubbish it seems, but left an invisible mark; ‘Atmosphere of celebration,
joy and peace – the start of something new. The happy couple have long gone (we met them two
hours ago) but the sparkle lives on’ penned a Lesli & Susan [All these entries were dated 5.5.96]
On 9.5.96 Moose wrote ‘Moose & Bruce. Sitting waiting for Paul & Dave, Bruce got romantic when
he read about the wedding and asked me to marry him. I’m afraid he was disappointed.’ Sorry Bruce
that your rejection has been so publically recorded.
The use of Corrour for a wedding party cannot be condoned of course – 80 pages of near A4 size
filled in one summer bears testimony to the heavy usage that Corrour endures and readers are
asked to ensure that the celebrations remain unique by not copying the idea.

But this is not the first bothies and wedding link. Doyens of the MBA, Bernard & Betty Heath are
believed to have gone to Gorton bothy for a substantial part of their honeymoon, and whilst Mark
Meredith referred to the front room as the Presidential Suite in his obituary for Blackburn of Pattack
bothy (1993 Journal), it was clearly marked Honeymoon Suite when I was last there in 1985.
And of course we must remember that when ‘our’ bothies were homes to crofters, shepherds and
stalkers, life was all work and precious little play, and many of our bothies will have witnessed a
wedding night or two, simply because the newly weds had no time or money to go elsewhere.
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Corrour bothy, drawn by John Mitchell

Farewell to High Office - An extract

Richard Genner

1994 was a bumper year for receipt of bothy books into the MBA’s archives. The content is
frequently not good but I do review each bothy book received. The content is relatively unchanging,
the top three topics being : 1. The state of the weather; 2. The condition of the bothy user; 3. What
hills or walks the bothy user has just done.
Moaning about the weather is, of course, a British habit.
The fact that bothies in wild and lonely places attract more
than the average amount of wild and wet weather does not
prevent the moaning. Only the Dutch are philosophical
about it. ‘It is wet, I am wet but your hills are so beautiful
that I do not care’ wrote Johan van Veen in Culra bothy
book. Writing at Glenpean, David Watson of Glasgow at
least put some thought into his complaint about the
weather: ‘probably the principal problem is the
phenomenon of persistent, nay perpetual, perpendicular
precipitation which is particularly prevalent, indeed,
permanently present in these parts.’
Even hot weather is moaned about: ‘weather is fantastic but a little too hot for carrying heavy sacks’
- Martin Charters; ‘came in over the ridge - perfect weather, too hot in fact’ - Charlie Scott;

‘excellent weather, if anything too warm’ - Mary Porter (all these at Culra during different summers);
‘weather is too hot’ - Kerry Summers at Lairig Leacach. Nevertheless MBA workparty members
should take comfort from the frequent grateful thanks expressed in the bothy books for the
opportunity that ‘our’ bothies provide to escape the worst of the weather.
Most entries relating to the bothyite’s physical condition indicate a tendency to overestimate
physical condition and underestimate the difficulty of the walk or climb to be undertaken. I have yet
to read an entry where the bothyite confesses to ‘lightly swung off a 60lb pack and completed the
day’s walk with 20 press-ups, 10 tummy pulls and 10 chin pulls on the branches of a nearby tree’!
Maybe these gladiators of the bothy world are the ones just signing their names in the bothy books.
Inevitably ‘what we have just done’ has a sameness to it given that opportunities for variation are
limited – ‘our’ bothies tend not to move very far. Even the water-ward 2ft slip at Luib Chonnal was
nipped in the bud by Mick Tighe’s superb work on the Allt Chonnal.

Drawn 30 August 1988 in the Knockdamph bothy book, artist Paul Warner

Food is an occasional theme in bothy books. While the tendency is to boast about the large amounts
of food (and alcohol) carried in and consumed, it is usually the references to dehydrated food that
provoke the wry smiles. P. Spooner in the Suardalen bothy book sums it up: ‘when some-one invents
a lightweight dinner plate with steak, mushrooms, onions, roasties and all the trimmings, that
doesn’t take a lot of fuel to cook and doesn’t go off after a week in the bottom of my rucksack
beside my dirty socks, then and only then will my stomach enjoy coming away with the rest of me’.
Bodily needs - the consequence of all that food and drink – have attracted considerable
correspondence in the MBA Journal lately. My wife’s ratings list for a bothy includes the proximity of
trees, and not for reasons of fuel supply. Our toilet correspondence has not discussed privacy yet,
but Angela Lorimer did in the Glenduror bothy book, and the despoilers of her privacy were not
human: ‘this is torture! I’m a woman and desperate for the loo but the midges are in full parade out
there AND it’s starting to rain!’ Perhaps this is why the MBA membership has never remotely
approached 50% female.
Another bothy user reflects on the midge problem in repeating an old adage: ‘the midges around
here are a compassionate lot - kill one and immediately a thousand turn up for the funeral!’ D.L.
Stewart writing in the A’Chuil logbook has a solution to the midge problem: ‘if the natural forest
were allowed to re-establish itself, the transpiration of millions of trees would effectively act as
drainage for the thousands of acres of peat bogs, thus cutting down the breeding environment for
midges.’ This is actually an extract from a longer entry about the rights and wrongs of current
highland estate management, a subject which does occasionally provoke debate in the bothy books.

Some perceive Munro-bagging to be a problem. At Suardalen, a Mr Webb (once of Edinburgh
University MC, he confesses) proposes a drastic solution: ‘take a large quantity of soot (say several
million tonnes) and sprinkle it evenly over the north polar
ice cap. Black absorbs solar heat and will melt the ice cap,
thus raising the sea level. A rise of 3 metres will remove
such nuisances as Beinn a’ Chlaidheimph, Beinn a’ Chleibb,
A’ Glass Bheinn (perhaps), Ben Vane, Craig nan Damh,
Ruadh Stac Mor and everything new in Knoydart, thus
promoting them to the status of Corbetts and reducing the
number of Munro-baggers on the hills.
Bothy book artwork is rare but the illustrations
accompanying this article are taken from the Knockdamph
A unflattering drawing of Sarah and Jane
and Culra bothy books. What would we do without photoAculler from Knockdamph bothy book,
copiers? And finally from the bothy books (and in case the
possibly a self-portrait by one of the girls
editor forgets his annual puzzle), Nichola, apparently a
teacher from Fort William, asks bothy users to solve the problem: 8(x-2)2 + 3x = (4x-1)(2x+3) + 5. In
the next entry, Victoria Bell, aged 8 finds this too easy and poses a more serious problem: ‘What do
you get when you pour boiling water down a rabbit burrow?’ Fortunately answers to both puzzles
were given at the back of the bothy book (¤and can be found in the Website PSs below).
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And an older article, which reveals some other topics of interest in bothy books:
Culra 1978 – 1980 : A bothy book review (by the MO)

Dave Broadhead

Apart from the wet days when you don’t want to put your nose outside the bothy door, or an odd
moment when you feel at a loose end, when do you ever try to read the bothy log book? I usually
just flick through looking for any familiar names among the screeds of scribble that rapidly fills them
up. However, on a quick MO’s check-up of Culra recently, I noticed that the old book, rather
battered and starting to fall apart. With plenty of material accumulated in the replacement book to
satisfy anyone who enjoys browsing, I decided to take the old log book away home, to study at my
leisure without straining my eyes in the poor light of the bothy.
I have since discovered that MBA policy§ is to leave the old book where it will be of most interest, in
the bothy where it belongs, and one of the first entries commented: ‘Bit disappointed to find only a
virtually brand new log book’ is it not possible to leave the previous book?’ [Undated]. I suppose the
main purpose of keeping a log book in a bothy is to record rather than entertain, and like most log
books, this one is mainly brief comments on the weather and hills climbed, destination and route
details. Very often the worse the weather, the longer the comment, for the combination of wet
weather and bothies seems to stimulate people with the urge to write. Unfortunately the quality of
the contribution is usually as poor as the weather which brought it on. One writer [on 24/9/78]
carefully wrote out six pages of assorted folk songs, but with few exceptions the most informative
and entertaining comments are the briefest.
Many people were kind enough to comment on the quality and good condition of the bothy,
thanking other users, the Estate and particularly the MBA. Complaints appear too, about writing on
the walls, rubbish in the fireplace, bottles on the mantelpiece and other people sharing the bothy,
particularly those with radios.
Culra seems to have attracted crowds to compare with “Sauchiehall Street [22/7/79] and “Piccadilly
Circus” [20/6/80] and evidence of the much discussed conflict between large and small groups also
appears on several occasions. Commenting on the presence of a large party from a well-known
English public school, a small party from the West of Scotland recorded: ‘Had a variety show at night

- jokes, songs, sketches, some of the material very original. The speeches of Ally Macleod by the
Sports Master met with rapturous applause.”[22/7/78] Continuing next morning: “…the ---- people
still with us. Luckily they passed the night in tents. Sixteen Dutchmen passed through today.”
However a happy ending to this encounter is noted the next day: “The ---- people left this morning, a
nice bunch.” [24/7/78].
The writer finishes after 3 nights in the bothy : “many thanks MBA. I must rejoin. Buried most of the
bottles and cleaned up.” [25/7/78]. It could have been so much worse: “… the ex ---- University OTC
Pipe band arrived complete with pipes.” [26/6/79].
With its central location and easy access, Culra is indeed heavily used, mostly by hill lovers, Munro
baggers, trans-Scotland transversers and even a few geologists and botanists. There are also more
esoteric attractions: “Heading for Bealach Dubh to see crashed WWII aircraft.” [28/7/78]

How do all these different people, from all over the world, find out about Culra? “It was after
reading an article in the November issue of The Scots Magazine 1969 which prompted us to visit
here….” [4/7/78]. Reading some entries, one wonders (as a member of the local Mountain Rescue
Team) if the writers are fit to wander the hills unaccompanied: “You certainly have to get off the
train quickly at Dalwhinnie.” Obviously a good story behind that one, the writer having taken the
train from Kingussie via Blair Atholl. He continues, having eventually arrived at 2.00am: “A most
luxurious bothy. For a while I thought it was Ben Alder Lodge.” Having given up the prospect of a
day on the hill “Not much good for climbing today,” this writer makes himself useful where he
obviously feels more at home: “guess I’ll wander over to Blackburn and pick up the odd firebrick.”,
and the next day “Firebricks in place and the fireplace pointed.” [28/7/78]
An MBA member, needless to note, and not the only one to take on unplanned improvements:
“Found the horseshoe on the floor and nailed it over the door (right way up).” The advantages of as
bothy over other forms of mountain accommodation are summed up in one grateful comment:
“After 3 nights freezing in my tent in Loch Ossian, it was like being at the Ritz last night here in Culra
- especially on the luxury beds.2 [9/5/79]. With their unique mattresses, these beds draw
considerable comment, not always favourable: “Spent a very smelly night - 5 to a bed.” [12/3/78]
Not so unusual, the inevitable bothy mouse also draws some comment, some of it obvious, some of
it useful: “beware of the mouse - it’s nocturnal.” [4/6/78] and “Several disturbances by large mouse

during night. Finally removed by playing ceilidh band on cassette.” [12/3/78] - I must remember that
one. “The mouse appears to be a vole…” [15/5/80] Well, the one I saw on my last visit looked like a
rat, as I duly noted in the log book.
Pests apart, some of the most interesting and worthwhile comments record local wildlife. “Saw a
wildcat on Lancet Edge and a pair of Golden Eagles over Geal Charn.” [2/10/78] If I were lucky
enough to have a day like that, it would stick in my mind long after the book had crumbled to dust,
so I will keep my eyes open on future visits.
Bad weather is not the only thing that can take some of the pleasure out of bothying: “… forgot the
stove, so it is cold soup for us.” [12/4/78] - they probably didn’t even try to light the fire having read
of so many failures. Some seem to court the prospect of hardship: “Attempting to augment my few
provisions with fishing - not much success so far, so it could be cold brose again!” [22/8/78] The
writer, from Glenrothes, obviously had a special affection for Culra, since his entries appear dotted
throughout the book. He sums up the place thus: “Good place to forget the wicked world’s ways including football!” [7/6/78] Perhaps this is why Culra attracts people from all over the world: “My
new husband and I came to … Scotland from California, USA for our honeymoon, and ended up at
this substantial bothy.” [22/7/79] However a visitor from Holland made what, for me, was the most
moving comment, which brought a lump to my throat: “Today I have to leave the hills and finish my
holidays” [1/8/78] A feeling we all must know as we make that final entry in the bothy book.
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Empty Bothy Books

Robert McMillan

Last November, my pal George Ellis and I
decided to go to Aviemore for a bit of
walking. We intended to visit the
memorial to Richard Maxwell◊ who was
killed near Ypres in 1915. We went to the
Glenmore Forest park and walked through
dramatic scenery to Ryvoan bothy. Whilst
we were there, George, who was suffering
from too much juice the night before,
went to talk to Hughie.
Meanwhile I had a cup of Earl Grey and sat
Ryvoan, drawn in the late 1990s, artist unknown
on the bothy floor to read the bothy book.
I opened the book and to my surprise it was empty. With the number of people walking and cycling
by the bothy no one had bothered to make any entries in the book. A 1997 book and the first entry
was November 1998. So we were the first. Why don’t people record their visit in the book as often
these days?
While George was getting the cobwebs blown away, I drew a picture of the bothy before we set off
to find the memorial, which we eventually found. We stopped off at the bothy on the way back, and
checked out the bothy book out of curiosity. There was one person sitting by the fireplace, but still
no entries in the book apart from ours.
On the way back to the lodge we saw a baby reindeer being taken for a walk on a lead. It was a
grand weekend and an easy and interesting walk, which I recommend.
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Website PSs
 * Bothy books sent to the MBA’s care are now in the MBA archive at the A K Bell Library in Perth,
and can be accessed under the arrangements for all the MBA archive. There is a collection of
Corrour bothy books held at Dundee University I believe, but I am vague on the detail.
 ¤ x = 10/13 – Nicola actually gave the wrong answer; and A hot cross bunny!
 § MBA policy has now changed, too many completed log books were quickly disappearing
(frequently burnt it is believed) and the record lost for ever. Full bothy books are now to be sent
to the MBA archive. My own preference is to photocopy the last year’s worth of pages (and any
other interesting pages), to bind them, and return this copy to the bothy as soon as possible after
removal, before sending the original to the archive.
 ◊ Possibly this was Richard Maxwell Dyet, Driver 72600 of the 30th Battery, Royal Field Artillery,
who died Sunday 1st November 1914, and is commemorated at Ypres (Menin Gate) Memorial,
Ieper, Belgium. Panel 5 and 9.
Richard Dyet lived with his mother in Corsehill. He died in the First Battle of Ypres. Like the three
other Kilwinning men who died in First Ypres, he has no known grave.
--The whole lot contributed to the MBA website by Richard Genner

